
 

 

IDENTCO 6S Worksheet 
Set In Order and Shine 

 
As you watch the videos and other materials presented, hand write the blanks below the information 

as was presented.  A quiz will occur near the end of the lesson that will be based on the write-in 

information. 

IMPORTANT: The 6S training you will experience is very traditional.  In various areas of the training you will learn about certain 

workplace organization practices such as signs on walls, floor markings, and shadow boards.  The purpose of these practices is to 

make everything visible where things belong to reduce people looking for things.  IDENTCO’s management has decided that these 

practices interfere with the corporate look, branding, and the quality of the organization’s appearance.  If the 6S team feels that 

there are workplace issues that signs, markings, shadow boards or other physical changes could improve, the team is challenged 

to come up with other creative solutions that resolve the issue while maintaining the corporate values on appearance.  Even 

though IDENTCO will not be following some of these traditional practices, they are left in the videos and other material presented 

for 2 reasons.  1) The practices are traditional, and your training should include these concepts to be complete in all concepts.  2) 

Seeing what is traditionally done may give you inspiration on how to accomplish the results in other creative ways that are in line 

with corporate values.   

Most of this lesson presents basic information on 5S +1 (6S).  Some of IDENTCO’s employees have this 

knowledge and others do not.  The bulk of this lesson it to try to get everyone “up to speed” and in a common 

place. 

1. Watch the video 5S Methodology Set In Order (1:41) Lean Vlog 

o With the Sort Phase done, there should only be what is needed in the workplace located in 

the ______ place. 

o Locate items by frequency of use (i.e. the more often something is used, the closer at hand it 

should be).  Place to avoid stretching and bending. 

o Ergonomics and ______ need to be considered. 

o The entire workgroup needs to be part of set-in-order.  “It is forbidden to force a solution in 

this stage.” 

2. Watch the video 5S: Set in Order and Shine (starts at :57 and ends at 5:09 = 4:12) Kaizen Institute 

o Draw a “spaghetti diagram” (shown in later video) of the area and people’s movement. 

o A focus should be to reduce / eliminate reaching and grabbing. 

o The Shine activity should be about “not cleaning up.”  In other words, look for the source(s) 

of ___________ dirt and eliminate so you don’t have to clean up in the future. 

o Have a visual method for people to see when it is not right. 

3. Johns Manville Set in Order (3:11) Johns Manville 

o What you need, when you need it, where you need it. 

o Store tools where frequently used. 
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o Use a storage cabinet to keep dust and grime off the tools. 

o You should have conversations with the people who work in the area. 

o The focus of conversation is to have ____________ solutions. 

4. Watch the video 5S Set in Order (starts at :24 and you can stop it at 4:40 = 4:15) XtremeLean 

o Items must be easy to find, easy to use, and easy to put __________. 

o Location must be determined for everything and then labeled. 

o We need to know the status of everything in seconds. 

o A ____________ diagram will help show where wasted movement is occurring. 

5. Watch the video 5S methodology – lesson 4 – 5S Shine step Explained (1:48) Lean Vlog 

o Shine is done for a visual control to correct why something was found in the wrong place. 

o Cleaning is ___________. 

o A 5 Why’s analysis might need to be performed to determine why things are not in their place 

or as clean as they should be. 

o The Shine step needs to be done regularly (frequency needs to be determined). 

6. Watch the video How to Visio Spaghetti Diagram (5:08) RH Lean Team (Note: Can be done with 

pencil and paper) 

o Draw a diagram of the work area under study.  Watching the ___________is necessary. 

o There are options on how to draw the path of movement in Visio.  Organization decides a 

standard. 

Some extra notes: 

o Remember our constraints about shadow boards, lines painted, and signs on the walls.  Think 

creatively on how the same visual controls could be accomplished within the constraints. 

7. Take the quiz.  The quiz is based on the fill in the blanks of this worksheet.  If you filled in the blanks 

while watching the videos, you will have all the correct answers. 


